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Abstract 

Cost of time passing plays an important role when investigate the collective behaviour 
in real world. Each rational individual can get a more reasonable strategy by 
comprehensively considering the time-cost. Motivated by the fact, we here propose a 
mechanism with individual time-cost heterogeneity whose core lies in three aspects: 1. 
Each individual is given a time-cost parameter that takes into account the effect of time-
cost on benefits when they interact with their neighbors. 2. The time-cost is divided into 
a fixed time-cost that maintains a fixed value and a unfixed time-cost where each 
individual time-cost is different for each round. 3. Four different update methods are 
used to study evolution cooperating with time-cost on the rule lattice. Simulation results 
show that the proposed mechanism effectively promotes cooperation in the snowdrift 
game. Moreover, high time-cost are more conducive to higher levels of cooperation. 
Within the same range of time-cost, fixed time-cost promote cooperation better than 
unfixed time-cost. And among the four update methods, the asynchronous update 
method is better than the synchronous update method, and the results of the 
asynchronous update method are similar but the process is different. 
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1. Introduction 

Natural selection is the core idea of Darwin’s theory, and the law of the jungle is a common 

phenomenon in the process of evolution [1, 2]. Individuals survive by adapting to nature, perish from 

not fitting to nature. However, from ants to bees, monkeys to wolves, and even human society, 

cooperative behavior is everywhere [3, 4, 5]. The choice of cooperation is the loss of their own 

interests, to benefit others [6, 7, 8, 9, 10]. So, the contradiction between individuals and groups formed 

a social dilemma [11, 12, 13, 14]. The study of evolutionary game provides a powerful mathematical 

framework for solving social dilemmas. Up to now, many social dilemma models have been evolved, 

such as snowdrift game, prisoner’s dilemma, public goods game, etc [15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20]. In order 

to understand the damage to individual benefits and promote the interests of groups of cooperative 

behavior [21]. 

In the classical snowdrift game model, it is assumed that there is such a scenario: Two drivers are 

trapped on the road by a snowdrift in snowy days. At this time, drivers can choose to get off to shovel 

snow (cooperate) or stay in the car (defect). If both choose to cooperate, they will get benefit R, 

otherwise they will get benefit P; If one chooses to cooperate, one chooses to defect, the defector will 

get temptation T, and the cooperator will get the benefit S. where T> R > S > P, 2R = T + S. Scholars 

have made great progress in the study of snowdrift game model in the past. In 2006, Nowak 
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summarized the previous studies into five mechanisms [22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28]: Kinship selection, 

direct reciprocity, indirect reciprocity, network reciprocity and group selection. For a long time, the 

study of evolutionary game has been carried out around these five mechanisms. In recent years, the 

focus of evolutionary game has gradually shifted to individual attributes and environmental rules. 

Among them, the mechanism of individual attributes is like memory mechanism [29, 30, 24, 31, 32, 

33, 34, 35], reputation mechanism [36, 37, 38], individual learning ability mechanism [39, 40, 41], 

etc. Such as update delay [42], the three-strategy game [43] belongs to the mechanism of 

environmental rules. Research shows that the above mechanisms are effective in promoting 

cooperation. Based on the above, this paper tries to propose a rules including individual attributes and 

environment rule in the snowdrift game. 

In this paper, we propose a new individual time-cost heterogeneity (ITCH) mechanism. In the 

snowdrift game model, two drivers are trapped on the road, except for the snowdrift in front of them, 

Time is constantly passing, and losing a lot of it will also take its toll. So, besides the cost of shoveling 

snow, we should also consider the time-cost. On the one hand, when two drivers make different 

choices, it takes different time to shovel snow. On the other hand, the respective time-costs of the two 

drivers are also different. In this paper, the simulation are carried out on four different update rules 

(synchronous update, sequential asynchronous update, asynchronous random non-repeat update, 

asynchronous random repeat update) in the rule network. The study found that the ITCH mechanism 

could effectively improve the level of group cooperation compared with the traditional mechanism. 

However, the results of the four update rules are different. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we introduce a model of ITCH mechanism. 

In Section 3, we show the simulation results and analyze it. In Section 4, we give the conclusion of 

this article. 

         

(a) Synchronous update.            (b) Sequential asynchronous update. 

      

(c) Asynchronous random non-repeat update.      (d) Asynchronous random repeat update. 

Figure 1. The level of cooperative F is represented by different ttc with r, where k = 0.1 under the 

four update methods. When ttc = 0 is the conventional model. 
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(a) r = 0.1                   (b) r = 0.5                  (c) r = 0.9 

 

(d) r = 0.1                (e) r = 0.5                  (f) r = 0.9 

 

(g) r = 0.1               (h) r = 0.5                    (i) r = 0.9 

 

(j) r = 0.1                 (k) r = 0.5                  (l) r = 0.9 

Figure 2. When r = 0.1, 0.5, 0.9, the time series evolution of the proportion by cooperators F on 

square lattices for different ttc. Where (a), (b), (c) is synchronous update, (d), (e), (f) is 4 sequential 

asynchronous update, (g), (h), (i) is asynchronous random non-repeat update, (j), (k), (l) is 

asynchronous random repeat update. 

2. Model 

We construct a 100×100 regular network [44]. Each point represents an individual xi, and the four 

surrounding points represent neighbors yi,n, i=[1,10000], n e{1,2,3,4}. The article uses c to represent 

the cost of snow shoveling, and b to represent the individuals’ benefit, so the benefit matrix become: 
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R =b-c/2, T =b, S=b-c, P=0, obey T>R>S>P. Let R=1, and we use a parameter r to represent the 

cost-benefit ratio of snow shoveling. Then the benefit matrix become: R =1, T=1+r, S =1-r, P=0. 

Then r=c/2=c/(2b-c), where 0<r <1. In the classical snowdrift game model, two drivers are trapped 

on the road by a snowdrift. In addition to considering the cost of snow shoveling, we should also 

consider the impact of the time passing. We introduce a parameter ttc of time-cost (representing the 

proportion of time-cost to total cost). When one chooses to cooperate with another chooses to defect, 

the defector does not pay the cost of shoveling snow, but he waits for the same time on the road as 

the cooperator and expended the time-cost. Therefore, at this time, the benefits of cooperators and 

defectors should be changed as follows: S=1-r-2rttc, T=1+r-2rttc. When both choose to cooperate, 

the time spent on shoveling snow is reduced by half due to the two drivers shoveling snow together, 

so the benefit at this time become R=1-rttc. On the contrary, when both chose to defect, the two 

drivers remained stranded on the road at all. At this point, the benefit become: P=0-4rttc. 

Each individual xi interacts with neighbor yi,n, and gets a benefit Pyi,n every time, which is repeated 

four times among four neighbors. Then calculate the cumulative income Pxi,t of four games, where t 

means round. The formula is: 

Pxi,t=Pyi,n,t                               (1) 

The ITCH mechanism includes fixed time-cost and unfixed time-cost. In the constructed grid network, 

it is assumed that in each independent simulation of evolutionary game, if the time-cost takes a fixed 

value, it is called fixed time-cost, if the time-cost takes an arbitrary value for each individual in every 

round in a certain set, it is called unfixed time-cost. The Fermi update function [45] is used to update 

the strategy of each round. the player who has a higher benefit can use the strategy by probability. 

The formula is: 

𝑤(𝑆𝑥,𝑡+1 ← 𝑆𝑦,𝑡+1) =
1

1+𝑒𝑥𝑝[−(𝑃𝑥𝑖,𝑡−𝑃𝑦𝑖,𝑛,𝑡/𝑘)]
             (2) 

Where k represents the rational factor. The individual uses the strategy of comparing neighbors with 

him in the next round by a probability of W. k→0 means that the individual keeps absolute rationality. 

In every case, if Pyi,n,t>Pxi,t, the individual x will use the neighbor’s strategy in the next round, and 

on the contrary, it will not change the strategy. k →∞, the individual will not be affected by the benefit 

and strategy, and each round of strategy will be randomly selected. So we choose a reasonable value 

and make k =0.1. 

This article uses four kinds of update way to research, and we will introduce them below: 

1. Synchronous update (when each round of games started, individuals x1, x2...xi simultaneously play 

games with their four neighbors yi,n and calculate the cumulative benefit, while using the Fermi rule 

update strategy) 

2. Sequential asynchronous update (when each round of games is started, firstly, selecting an 

individual x1, calculating the accumulated benefit Pxl after playing games with four neighbors yi,n of 

x1, and then randomly selecting a neighbor to perform Fermi update to obtain a new strategy S1
/ of 

x1, which replaces S1 in the original strategy. Then select x2, x3...xi in sequence, and repeat the above 

steps until all the individuals are updated) 

3. Asynchronous random non-repeat update (when each round of game started, we randomly select 

an individual x in the individual set xi, calculating the accumulated benefit Px after playing games 

with four neighbors yn of x, and then randomly selecting a neighbor to perform Fermi update to obtain 

a new strategy S/ of x, which replaces S in the original strategy. On the next selection, x is removed 

from the set and then randomly selected from the set, repeat that above steps until all individual are 

updated) 

4. Asynchronous random repeat update (when each round of game started, we randomly select an 

individual x in the individual set xi, calculating the accumulated benefit Px after playing games with 

four neighbors yn of x, and then randomly selecting a neighbor to perform Fermi update to obtain a 

new strategy S/ of x, which replaces S in the original strategy. This process is repeated i rounds) 
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(a) Synchronousupdate. Timestep = 1, 5, 10, 50. 

 

(b) Sequentialasynchronousupdate. Timestep = 1, 5, 10, 50. 

 

(c) Asynchronousrandomnon−repeatupdate. Timestep = 1, 5, 10, 50. 

 

(d) Asynchronousrandomrepeatupdate. Timestep = 1, 5, 10, 50. 

Figure 3. A snapshot diagram of the characteristics of cooperators (blue) and defectors (white) at 

different update methods and time steps for ttc = 0.36 on SDG. 

 

3. Simulation and discussion 

The simulation is carried out on a 100×100 regular network. The evolution process starts from the 

random state. When t =0, the probability of each individual choosing cooperation or defection during 

initialization is 0.5. In the traditional model, the level of group cooperation decreases with the increase 

of cost until it disappears. We discuss the impact of ttc with different time costs on evolutionary 

cooperation by four update rules. The cooperation level F is calculated by the 103 rounds evolution 

cooperation proportion value after 104 rounds of evolution game, and in order to ensure the accuracy, 

each point in the simulation is realized by independent simulation of an average of 20 times. 

We started to discuss the cooperative behavior of the ITCH mechanism in the snowdrift game for 

different values of time-cost. In Fig. 1, the ITCH mechanism effectively promotes cooperation in all 
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four update methods compared to the corresponding traditional model (ttc=0). First, we observe Fig. 

1(a), in the synchronous update method, and find that the higher cooperation level is maintained up 

to r=0.24 at ttc=0, and then F starts to decline and dies out completely at r=0.72. In contrast, ttc/=0 

can maintain F at high cooperation levels for a longer period of time, and in particular, cooperation 

levels with larger ttc have less impact on cost-benefit ratio increase. Considering the same range of 

fixed time-cost ttc=0.2, and unfixed time cost ttc<0.2, the cooperation level of fixed value is better 

than that of unfixed value. Then observe the other three update methods, in Fig. 1(b), (c), (d), similarly 

high cooperation levels F are achieved in the case of ttc =/ 0. The three models have similar variations 

for r value. It is noteworthy that at r=0.76, the level of cooperation disappears early. However, the 

model still maintains a high level of cooperation at ttc 0. In particular, cooperators survival at ttc = 

0.2, 0.3 and ttc < 0.4, up to r = 1. 

From the above description, it is clear that the ICTH mechanism effectively promotes cooperation, 

and for larger ttc, the level of cooperation is higher and decreases more slowly at the same r value. 

Comparing the four figures reveals that the results of the three asynchronous update methods are 

similar and better than the synchronous update for improving the cooperation level under any of the 

same conditions. The reason for its occurrence is because during the update process, the synchronous 

update causes all the individuals to be updated at the same time, all the strategies and benefits are 

changed at the same time, and no new strategies are added when calculating the next round of 

strategies. However, unlike asynchronous updating, in which individuals are updated one by one in a 

round, the updated individual strategies and benefits are based on the optimal strategies derived in the 

previous round, and this new strategy is added to the round for further computation. 

In order to further verify the results and explain the causes leading to these phenomena, the time 

series evolution and micro-evolutionary processes of the parts are observed below. 

In the synchronous update described in Fig. 2(a), for small cost-benefit ratio r=0.1, the cooperation 

level F grows rapidly for all cases and reaches a stable peak after a short period. For a middle value 

of r=0.5. In Fig. 2(b), all values fall for a few cycles before rising. It is clearly seen that ttc=0,0.1 as 

well as ttc < 0.2 are smaller than the original value when reaching stability, and ttc=0.2,0.3 and ttc<0.4 

start to rise after just a few decreasing cycles until stabilization. When the temptation is high r = 0.9, 

in Fig. 2(c), ttc=0.2, 0.3 still can keep fewer cooperators survive and form a stable trend. And other 

cases after several cycles cooperation has died out. The evolution of the cooperative behavior is then 

observed for sequential asynchronous update. For small r = 0.1 Fig. 2(d), F peaks within a few cycles 

for all ttc. For a medium size r=0.5 (Fig. 2(e)), the cooperation level increases according to the size of 

ttc and remains at a high level (F>0.5). Increasing to r = 0.9, we find that both ttc=0.2,0.3 and ttc<0.4 

remain at high F remain stable, while ttc=0.1 and ttc<0.2 decrease, but remain above ttc. Finally, the 

evolution of cooperative behavior is observed for asynchronous random non-repeat update and 

asynchronous random repeat update. In Fig. 2(g)-(k), they are all similar to sequential asynchronous 

update after stabilization, and in Fig. 2(l), ttc=0.1 and ttc<0.2, ttc=0.2 and ttc<0.4 almost overlap. In 

addition, the three asynchronous update methods are differentiated during the tolerance period (trying 

to tolerate individual choice defect) and the expansion period (when cooperators form tight clusters 

and convert neighboring defectors). As shown in Fig. 2, asynchronous random repeat update show 

the largest fluctuations in the tolerance period, especially larger fluctuations in Fig. 2(j) and Fig. 2(l), 

followed to asynchronous random non-repeat update, and sequential asynchronous update are better 

than both. 

In Fig. 3, we observe the micro-evolutionary processes of the four update methods at r =0.36 and 

ttc = 0.2. With the inclusion of the ITCH mechanism, the network environment is suitable for the 

survival of cooperators. However, in the synchronous update, both cooperators and defectors form 

clusters at the same time to defend each other against invasion. With this update mechanism, the 

defectors successfully resist the expansion of the cooperators. In contrast, in sequential asynchronous 

update and random non-repeatable update, the cooperators quickly form small clusters and swallow 

the defectors in a very quick turn. In the asynchronous random repeat updates, although the result is 
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the same as the other two updates, the process is greater for the cooperators to form clusters and 

engulf the betrayers than in the first two asynchronous updates. 

4. Conclusions 

In this paper, we propose an ICTH mechanism based on the snowdrift game by considering both the 

heterogeneity of individuals’ own attributes and the environmental rules (time-cost) in the 

evolutionary game. The effects of fixed time-cost and unfixed time-cost on the snowdrift game are 

explored. And four types of update methods: Synchronous update, sequential asynchronous update, 

asynchronous random non-repeat update, and asynchronous random repeat update are used for 

simulation. The simulation results show that the ICTH mechanism effectively promotes cooperation. 

Under the same conditions, the high time-cost are more conducive to higher levels of cooperation. 

And within the same range of time-cost, fixed time-cost promote cooperation better than unfixed time-

cost. This suggests that time-cost have great relevance in the study of cooperation in real societies, 

and that groups bearing the same losses promote cooperation more than individual heterogeneity. 

Among the four update methods, synchronous update has the advantage of simplicity, while 

asynchronous update has to select the individuals gradually in each cycle. And the asynchronous 

update results in better than the synchronous update. In the asynchronous update method, the 

evolutionary process and results were similar for sequential asynchronous update and asynchronous 

random non-repeat update by the different update order, and the evolutionary process was different 

for asynchronous random repeat update, but the results were the same. It indicates that the order has 

almost no effect on group cooperation influence, and the selection method has no effect on group 

cooperation when the period is long enough. 
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